What Will It Be Like If People Do
As These Writings Urge?
It will be common knowledge:
that business people have the
central role in society in each
country, and globally, because
they are most of the economy,
because they organise most goods,
services and jobs; that that gives
them greater power than any
other group in society; that they
can do it because they are
organised, as businesses, and are
granted the right to organise; that
they are a class, the Business class;
that most of the wealth the rich
have is from the work workers do
for them in their businesses.

It will be the common view:
that business people's power
needs to be balanced by
everybody else's; that most of
them are workers (however welleducated and paid); that they are
entitled to be organised too, and
need to be.
It would be the norm, widely
socially and politically accepted,
that almost all of them would be.
As organised workers, the majority
will stand up to business people
and public sector employers, at
work, negotiating together for
good conditions and pay, locally
and across industrial sectors, and
internationally.

It will be widely recognised :
that it is being organised at work
that makes the business class most
of the economy; that that also
gives them political power that can
limit governments; that they also
have conservative parties and
conservative press and broadcast
media promoting politics and laws
governing business and work
relationships that favour them.
It will be recognised :
that like them, workers can use
their organised relationships with
each other in business, work and
public services, to communicate
with each other on politics,
independently of the business-

class-owned media; that they
develop their own politics and
support and vote for progressive
parties.
It will be recognised :
that the rich get well-off enough to
not need public services and public
support; that most of their wealth
comes from paying workers less
than the sale value of what they
produce; that that is why they
oppose taxes; that it is fair to
reclaim that wealth by taxing them
to fund good public services and
welfare.
Due to the majority being classconscious as workers and aware of
the difference of political interests

between them and business
people, and organised politically as
well as at work, they will always
elect progressive governments.
They will regulate business people
generally to make society fair and
sustainable.
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